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Boost your impression of NORO GmbH. More information 
about our company, current news, price lists etc. are 
available on our website.

We are a medium-sized company which deals with the 
manufacture and the worldwide sales of modular pipeline 
and distribution systems for aspiration and bulk material 
lines.

Our wide and high-quality product range includes 
a standard range of pipes, mouldings and distribution 
systems made from steel and stainless steel as well as 
associated pipe connection elements.

To meet your requirements in the best possible way and 
to respond to your needs and wishes we will be happy 
to advise you.

We do not only want to satisfy you. We fully want to 
 convince you of NORO GmbH! 

2D/3D CAD-download portal

We also present our Online CAD Portal on  our  homepage. 
We have managed to make our entire product range  
available to you in 3D design in cooperation with  
CADENAS. In addition we offer you the possibility of 
 storing the representations as CAD drawings in all 
 conventional formats and of using them for your 
planning data.

NORO Gesellschaft für Rohrsysteme mbH
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FOR OUR FULL RANGE PLEASE 
REFER TO OUR CATALOGUE.

Pipes | Insertion pipes | Welding ends

Pipes

Connecting components

Clamping rings | Flanges | Sealings

Bends and segments

Segments | Adjustable elbows | Bends 

Transitions

Conical pieces | Connection stubs | Transition pieces

Branch pieces

Y-pieces | Symmetrical Y-pieces | T-pieces

Inspection components

Inspection spouts | Inspection pipes | Cleaning pipes | Plexiglass pipes

Dead boxes and baffle pots

Exhaust components

Dead boxes | Baffle pots

Exhaust pipes | Rain hoods | Deflecting hoods

Two-way valves

Two-way valves with interior collar | Two-way valves with flap seal | 
Modular two-way valves

Regulating and shut-off valves

Throttle valves | Stop valves | Bagging valves | Non-return valves | 
Sickle gates | Air regulator gates | Pipe regulator gates | Pipe gates | 
Silo outlet gates | Redler outlet gates

Multi-way distributors

Rotary distributor heads

Pipe clamps | Clamping brackets | Threaded bars | Hanger bolts | 
Metric hexagon nuts | Beam clamps | Colour sprays | Screwdrivers | 
Sealing cord | Flanging tools | Bolting sets

Accessories

Rubber caps | Cap locks | Bagging spouts | Sack clasps |  
Switch device | Spiral hose clamps | Hose connections | Spiral hoses | 
Blanking covers | Perforated grids | Rain collars | Ceiling ducts | 
Wall rosettes | Auxiliary air throttles | Auxiliary air covers

Potential equalisation

Earthing bolts | Earthing wires | Earthing lugs

Assembly material

http://www.noro-rohre.de/en/products/
http://www.noro-rohre.de/en/products

